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Squatters attack
electricity firm
employees: See
Report Inside

PM on the
campaign
trail in
Palma

b Pedro Sanchez addresses
the crowd in Palma: Inside

A MOVE TO
THE RIGHT..

b While opinion polls point to
a victory by left wing parties,
the most viewed campaign
videos on the Bulletin website
were those from right wing
parties.

Palma.—The Bulletin election campaign videos from the
major political parties contesting this weekend´s local and
European elections will give some hope to the parties on
the right of Spanish politics. Last week the Bulletin recorded campaign videos in English with the main political parties in an effort to make the local elections easier to
understand for foreign voters. These videos appear on our
website (www.majorcadailybulletin.es). The most viewed

EU’s Verhofstadt says
Brexit is a “tragedy
for Europe”, but
unified it

Most viewed election videos on Bulletin
website.
1. Rosa Estaras (Partido Popular).
2. Juan Nigorra (Vox).
3. Patricia Guasp (Ciudadanos).
4. Alicia Homs (Spanish Socialist Party).
5. Bel Busquets (Mes).
6. Antonia Martin (Unidas Podemos).

European Union liberal lawmaker Guy Verhofstadt said yesterday that Britain’s vote to leave the bloc was a “tragedy for
Europe” but had the effect that nobody else on the continent
wanted to see their country leave.
“Brexit is in fact a tragedy for Europe,” Verhofstadt, a former liberal prime minister of Belgium and the European parliament’
main liaison on Brexit, told a news conference in the Hungarian
capital. “When a big country like the UK is leaving the EU it’s

video was the one from Rosa Estaras, European Member
of Parliament, for the centre right Partido Popular. The Partido Popular has always attracted the most number of
votes from non-Spanish European citizens. In second place
is Vox, the right wing party which has been gaining ground
in Spain followed by centre-right Ciudadanos, the Spanish Socialist Party (PSOE), the Majorcan nationalist Mes
and the left wing Podemos.
difficult to say it’s fantastic.” “But since Brexit in most countries
people don’t want an exit of their country. Nobody wants any
more a Nexit, the Dutch going out, or Frexit, the French going
out.... what we see since Brexit is that the European idea is more
popular than ever.”
He added he saw “a lot of irony” that a country that wants to
leave in the end has to organise European elections.
See Inside

